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From: "Johnny Pappas" <jpappas@rag-american.com>
To: "'Priscilla Burton'" <priscillaburton@utah.gov>
Date: 4/12/04 9:59AM
Subject: RE: Task 1875, Willow Creek Reclamation

Priscilla,

I was out of the office on Wednesday and Thursday.  In response to your
questions, I hope my responses clear up the confusion.

(1) It should be 46.2 acres in Section 3.4-6(1) - just transposed my
numbers.  The difference between 49.1 and 47.76 is 2.34 which is the
acreage for the Barn Canyon Shaft Facility.  The number game has to do
with what parts of the Permit applied to the permitting action at the
time.  The Barn Canyon shaft was not incorporated into Exhibit 19.  That
is why Barn Canyon is its on line item.  So, the preparation plant and
loadout disturbed area acreage left for wildlife use is 46.76 acres.  If
we add the 2.34 acres for Barn Canyon, which was never constructed, we
get 49.1 acres.

(2)  The changes to Table 3.4-5 were planned to be adjusted during the
as-built submittal when quantities are better known.  As with Star
Point, once we fly the area(s) for as-built mapping purposes pretty much
all of our quantities will change.  This is mainly because we more often
than not exceed that which is required.  Just for you information, based
on load counts, we shipped approximately 36,984 cubic yards from gravel
canyon to the refuse pile.  However, if during reclamation we do not
have enough soil at the willow creek pile, we will re-mob onto the
gravel canyon area and commence more soil removal.  

(3)  You're to kind.  It looks like I could have placed a "d" on the
word "place" in the first sentence; change "this" to "these", add the
word "be" and add the word "surface" and remove "it" in the last
sentence.

Please call me if you have any further questions. 
Johnny     

-----Original Message-----
From: Priscilla Burton [mailto:priscillaburton@utah.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, April 08, 2004 5:49 PM
To: jpappas@rag-american.com
Cc: Dana Dean
Subject: Task 1875, Willow Creek Reclamation

Hello Johnny, 
I have the following comments on your submittal that I think can be
easily addressed:

1. Section 3.4-6(1) indicates that 42.6 acres will have the post mining
land use changed, but Table 4.5-1 and Map 3.4-12 state 46.2 acres (see
also Appendix 3.4L).  Table 4.5-1 reports that 46.76 acres represents
land reclaimed to support the wildlife post mining land use.  However,
the narrative on page 3.4-18 indicates there will be 49.1 acres
remaining to support the wildlife post mining land use.
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2. Table 3.4-5 should be revised to indicate the amount of topsoil
transported from Gravel Canyon to the Schoolhouse Canyon refuse site,
the volume of Willow Creek stockpiled topsoil to be used at the refuse
site and the volume of soil remaining in Gravel Cyn rather than
transporting it to the preparation plant area. 

3. Missing a word in the last sentence of the paragraph that begins
with "During the construction of... page 3.4-24.

Priscilla. 
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